Attract

Engage

Inform

Just like your regular mobile and
tablet devices – but 100x bigger!
Our products are widely used in events, exhibitions,
technology to leverage your digital content & present
it in the popular smartphone and tablet style we all use
every day – but on a Giant scale!
attracts more attention and, by removing any
fear factor, encourages more users to interact with
the device, especially in unattended areas.

resulting in far better engagement of your digital
content on screen, helping to get your message

makes it very quick and simple to set-up and the
perfect way to inform your customers about
your brand, products and services.

and e-commerce for showcasing Android and iOS
Apps, websites, interactive maps, showguides,
advertising, videos, pdf’s, brochures, social media,
schedules, surveys and any other digital content or
presentations... the possibilities are endless.
Our impressive client list includes international brands
and blue-chip companies as well SME’s, agencies,
event professionals and content developers. We
work with businesses all over the world to help
marketing message through improved customer
interaction and engagement.
We have a global partner network designed
to supply, service and support your needs in all
parts of the world.

Available to RENT or BUY Worldwide

“
incredibly easy to use just like a
giant iPhone or a giant iPad.

”

ADAM KINGSHOTT
AV Magazine

Magnifying brand & mobile experiences
for some of the world’s biggest companies

Want to know more?
Please ask and we can quickly explain
how these clients utilised the Giant iTab
to maximise their brand message.

42 INCH

Tablet
can also be
mounted in
landscape

BUY FROM

£5,347

HIRE FROM

£395

Tablet units do not have the outer smartphone
enclosure, instead their black surround and metal
trim are more like a traditional tablet.

42 INCH

content can be
rotated to suit
the viewer

TouchTable
BUY FROM

£5,862

HIRE FROM

£395

/ DAY

TouchTable units do not have the outer smartphone
enclosure, instead their black surround and metal
trim are more like a traditional tablet.

/ DAY

42 INCH

SmartPhone
can also be
mounted in
landscape

BUY FROM

£6,176

HIRE FROM

£395

/ DAY

Smartphones perfectly mimic the design aesthetic of today’s popular
PC and cabling, preventing interference in unattended public spaces.

42 INCH

SmartTable
BUY FROM

£6,501

HIRE FROM

£395

/ DAY

SmartTable units have an additional enclosure or surround
which gives additional space around the touchscreen and
the option to create coloured &/or branded units.

content can be
rotated to suit
the viewer

55 INCH

Tablet
can also be
mounted in
landscape

BUY FROM

£6,852

HIRE FROM

£495

Tablet units do not have the outer smartphone
enclosure, instead their black surround and metal
trim are more like a traditional tablet.

55 INCH

content can be
rotated to suit
the viewer

TouchTable
BUY FROM

£6,973

HIRE FROM

£495

TouchTable units do not have the outer smartphone
enclosure, instead their black surround and metal
trim are more like a traditional tablet.

/ DAY

/ DAY

55 INCH

SmartPhone
can also be
mounted in
landscape

BUY FROM

£7,927

HIRE FROM

£495

/ DAY

Smartphones perfectly mimic the design aesthetic of today’s popular
PC and cabling, preventing interference in unattended public spaces.

55 INCH

SmartTable
BUY FROM

£7,879

HIRE FROM

£495

/ DAY

SmartTable units have an additional enclosure or surround
which gives additional space around the touchscreen and
the option to create coloured &/or branded units.

content can be
rotated to suit
the viewer

Unparalled service and support
Working with small, medium-sized and large
businesses in all parts of the world, we can
help any organisation to leverage their digital
content and impress their audience.
Our customer focussed approach leaves no stone unturned.
If a client requires the full service, or they’re already technically
advanced, we can provide a bespoke proposal that helps
ensure the Giant iTab is delivered and performs perfectly
throughout its lifetime.

Giant iTab go above and beyond to provide a high
level of service to all our customers.
added level of support for complete peace of mind
should any issues arise.

SUPPORT INCLUDES:
• Phone & Email

“
display exceeded all my
expectations and has really
been a true crowd-pleaser.
Also, the service that the
team have provided is
wonderful and I’ve felt
fully supported throughout
my experience.

”

TREVOR ROALD

• Remote Login Service
• Comprehensive Warranty
Please call 01634 724080 or email
felix.studio@nettl.com for full details.

What our clients say...

“ wow ”

showcase our new Sportsbook app.... for allowing
potential customers in our target market to use and
feel the product, with added ‘wow’.

“ no brainer ”

and successful at our Show, with more and more
companies and events using apps, this solution is a
no brainer to drive business.

JENNIE PREST

SCOTT BIRCH

William Hill,
Sponsorship Manager

Mash Media, Managing Editor
Exhibition Division

“ huge advantage ”

“ group experience ”

Giant iTab has been a global success. Innovation like this is a
huge advantage to marketers and event organisers who want to
increase customer and visitor engagement.

JAMES MORGAN

iPad experience from a personal device to a group experience.

VAUGHN COLLINGS

CSEP, Founder Event Tech Lab

Available to RENT or BUY Worldwide
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